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DETERMINATION 

1. This is the determination under section 80 of the Professional Standard Uniform Act 
2016 (the Act) of an application by the CB for clearance for ministry.  It is made “on 
the papers”, i.e., on the basis of written material submitted by the parties, without a 
hearing taking place.  Both parties agreed to this course, and the Board considered it 
appropriate. 

2. As is evident from the titles preceding his name, the Applicant has had a long and very 
distinguished period of service to the Church in a variety of roles.  However in 2017 he 
was found by this Board (though differently constituted) to have committed acts of 
misconduct between 2003 and 2007 of a nature rendering him unfit to continue to 
exercise Holy Orders, and the permission to officiate that he then held was revoked.   
The Archbishop at that time further determined that the Applicant should be 
precluded from holding any permission to officiate in the Diocese for a period of three 
years.   

3. Those three years having expired, the Applicant applied for clearance for ministry on 
22 March 2021.  Specifically, in his application he said that he wished to obtain 
clearance to enable him to assist in his local parish, and also occasionally preach or 
preside elsewhere, if invited.   He is now 75 years old and has no desire to apply for 
any sort of permanent locum position.   

4. Under section 53 of the Act, an application for clearance for ministry is considered 
first by the Director of Professional Standards.  If the Director determines that an 
applicant is unconditionally fit for the proposed role, he or she may issue the 
necessary clearance.  However the then Director was not so satisfied, and that being 
the case, she referred the application to the Professional Standards Committee (PSC).   

5. The PSC, like the Director, was not satisfied that the Applicant was unconditionally fit 
for his proposed role in ministry.  The PSC was therefore required by the Act to refer 



the application to this Board pursuant to section 69 of the Act.  In its reference, the 
PSC said this (at para 18): 

“The Committee is not opposed to a Clearance for Ministry being granted for the 
role requested, however it is of the opinion that if the Board determines to grant 
clearance for [the Applicant] consideration should be given to having conditions 
and/or restrictions attached to it to eliminate any risks arising from supervision of 
junior staff or the formation of improper relationships with any other person.” 

6. Following receipt of the reference, this Board was constituted to deal with it.  The 
Board comprises Robin Brett QC, Deputy President of the Board; Rev Keiron Jones, 
member; and Mr Peter Billings, member.   

7. The words of the PSC quoted above can be understood only in the context of the 
misconduct of which the Applicant was found guilty in 2017.  It is not necessary for us 
to go into detail, but it is necessary for us to give a brief description, which is based on 
the written determination of the Board in 2017.  We have not had access to the 
evidence that was before that Board; nor have we sought access.  In summary, the 
Applicant, who was aged 57 in 2003, in the course of his ministry was asked for 
spiritual guidance by a woman, then aged 27, who was seeking to be baptised.  The 
Applicant was married and remains married, but a sexual relationship with the woman 
commenced.  It continued until 2007.   In 2016 the woman made a complaint against 
the Applicant making a number of allegations; in the interim, she had herself become 
an Anglican priest.  The Applicant made a number of concessions when the complaint 
was heard.  He accepted that his relationship with the complainant met the definition 
of sexual exploitation in the Act.  He accepted that his conversations with the 
complainant included attempts by him to justify their sexual relationship as a “gift 
from God”.  He conceded that he had engaged in “the most flagrant breach of 
marriage and ordination vows”.  The Board found that his conduct constituted “such a 
substantial moral failure by [the Applicant]” that it was impossible to repose in him 
the necessary degree of trust to allow him to continue to hold permission to officiate.    

8. The Board recommended in 2017 that the Applicant be denied permission to officiate.  
In April 2018 the Archbishop accepted that recommendation, but varied it by adding 
certain qualifications.  One was that the Applicant should be precluded from holding 
any permission to officiate for a period of three years, as we have mentioned above; 
another requested the Applicant to enrol and engage in a formal program of 
restoration to ministry approved by the Archbishop and under the supervision of the 
Archbishop’s nominee.  Two further qualifications added by the Archbishop are not 
relevant for present purposes.   

9. In September 2019 the Applicant began a process of preparation for return to 
ministry.  He entered into a covenant to participate in a process of discernment under 
the guidance of a Restoration Team.  The purpose of the process was to form part of 
the Archbishop’s discernment of God’s will with respect to the issuing of a Permission 
to Officiate.   The Restoration Team articulated the aims of the process as being for 
the Applicant to develop a deeper relationship and dependency upon the Lord, and to 
undertake Authorised Ministry in a professional and appropriate manner.  Goals were 
also developed, which were for the Applicant to – 



• Seek restoration of his relationship with the Lord through a process of 
repentance; 

• Develop and participate in practices to grow and enhance his relationship 
with the Lord, both personally and in community; 

• Demonstrate capacity to undertake priestly duties in accordance with 
Diocesan Ordinances and Standards in proposed authorised options; 

• Demonstrate and maintain appropriate communication in pastoral 
relationships; 

• Establish and maintain appropriate boundaries in professional and pastoral 
relationships; 

• Form and maintain accountable relationships with supervisors and mentors; 
and  

• Willingly seek support from appropriate avenues during times of stress and 
uncertainty. 

10. In February and March 2020 the Applicant prepared for and made a formal 
confession. 

11. Unfortunately, due to the commencement of the COVID pandemic, the process of 
restoration was interrupted in early April 2020.  It recommenced on 23 November 
2020, and in early 2021 a process was put in place involving weekly and monthly 
meetings, and a number of meetings occurred.  The Restoration Team made its report 
on 24 May 2021.    In the report the Restoration Team referred to one area with which 
it was said that the Applicant continued to struggle, which was described as “anger 
towards the other party involved in the relationship that was the subject of the 
complaint.”  The report continues: 

“He still expresses strong feelings about the balance of accountability and believes 
greater responsibility falls to the other party.” 

12. Despite that comment, the Restoration Team made the following two 
recommendations.  It recommended that the Applicant had demonstrated to an 
appropriate standard his capacity to carry priestly duties within the context of a 
Permission to Officiate appointment; and that in consideration of opportunities that 
may arise as a result of this appointment, the Applicant’s request to support his local 
Parish and undertake only limited other engagements be taken into account.  It is 
apparent therefore that the Restoration Team did not consider that the Applicant’s 
“struggle” with the matter it referred to was such as to render him unsuitable for 
ministry.   

13. The PSC, in its referral to this Board, expressed a greater level of concern than the 
Restoration Team, although some of the PSC’s concerns are not relevant for this 
Board.  The PSC was concerned about whether the matter was properly before it; we 
need not concern ourselves with that question, as it has properly been referred to this 
Board and we are quite able to deal with it.  The PSC was also concerned about the 
process that should be adopted by it in a case where the Archbishop had varied a 



decision of the Board; again, that is a matter relating to process rather than about the 
fitness of the Applicant for ministry.   

14. The third concern expressed by the PSC was – 

“the suitability and qualifications of the people involved in the process of 
restoration, especially in relation to ensuring (amongst other things) that [the 
Applicant] has proper insight into his prior misconduct and its seriousness and 
impact on his victim, takes full responsibility for it, and is genuinely committed to 
change”.   

The PSC’s fourth concern was of a similar nature: indicators that 
insight/change/responsibility has not occurred.   

15. The PSC’s final concern was “general fitness issues”, which are not further elaborated 
upon.   

16. The concerns expressed by the Restoration Team and the PSC regarding the 
apportionment of responsibility may be related back to a controversy between the 
complainant and the Applicant on the original hearing of the complaint.  Stated very 
briefly, the complainant contended that the Applicant had from the outset sought to 
exploit her sexually, was deliberately predatory and actively sought to control her.  
The Applicant rejected those allegations and the Board was not satisfied that they 
were established.  On the other hand, the Applicant contended that the complainant 
was a very assertive person who was quite capable of doing whatever she wanted to 
do, and was the instigator of at least some of the sexual conduct that occurred 
between them.  The Board held that to the extent that there was acquiescence or 
consent by the complainant, it was due to the actions of the Applicant and his 
justifications for the behaviour.   

17. The Applicant made a submission to us regarding the question of responsibility and 
apportionment of accountability.  He said that his understanding of this matter had 
changed over time, and that now it was “absolutely not the case” that he believed 
that greater responsibility for what occurred belonged to the complainant.  He said – 

“I recognise completely my responsibility for the relationship as a person in a 
position of power and pastoral responsibility.” 

18. The Applicant explained further that at the beginning, i.e., when the complaint was 
initially made and upheld, he was under great stress and did not fully face up to his 
responsibility as he should have.  After the decision of the Board in 2017 he sought 
help from a therapist, who over a series of regular meetings between then and 2020 
helped him to the realisation that – 

“in the matter of the relationship that gave rise to the complaint, I was totally in the 
wrong.” 

He admitted that the hurt he experienced was “difficult to come to terms with”, but 
he assured us of his “awareness of my responsibility for the relationship, the course it 
took, the damage it caused the other party and the hurt it caused my wife.” 

19. We accept these statements of the Applicant.  We are of the view that, whatever the 
position may have been at the time the complaint was made and during its hearing 
and determination, the Applicant now fully accepts his responsibility for his conduct.  



We do not share the concerns of the Restoration Team or the PSC.  We also note that 
the Restoration Team, notwithstanding its expressed concern, recommended that the 
Applicant be given Permission to Officiate.  We do not consider that there is any 
reason to withhold clearance for ministry from the Applicant.  We do not consider that 
he is unfit to hold the role or office that he seeks clearance to hold.   

20. We turn now to the question of the appropriate action to be taken in respect of the 
Applicant’s application for clearance for ministry.  Various powers of a Board dealing 
with a clearance application are set out in sections 80, 81 and 82 of the Act, but those 
provisions, worded as they are, are not easy to apply in a case like the present.  It is 
perhaps most convenient for us to commence by setting out what we consider is the 
appropriate course to be taken.  As we have stated, we consider that the Applicant is 
fit for ministry of the type he proposes, i.e., to assist in ministry at his local parish fand 
to exercise ministry elsewhere on an occasional basis when requested, and that he 
should be granted clearance to do so.  Out of an abundance of caution, and having 
regard to the misconduct he committed between 2003 and 2007, we also consider 
that he should refrain from giving confidential pastoral care to women except in the 
presence of another adult person.   

21. Under sub-section 80(2) of the Act the first requirement of the Board is to determine 
“whether the Church worker did commit any alleged misconduct”.  It has already been 
determined by a previous Board that the Applicant did commit the acts of misconduct 
that we have referred to throughout this determination, but there is no misconduct 
currently alleged against him.  Odd though it may seem, it appears to us that in the 
circumstances of this case it is necessary for us again to determine that he committed 
those acts of misconduct, and accordingly we do so.   

22. Sub-section 80(2) next requires the Board to determine “whether the Church worker 
is unfit, whether for a specified limited period or permanently, to hold a particular or 
any role, office or position in the Church or to be or remain in Holy Orders or in the 
employment of a Church body.”   For the reasons we have explained, we determine 
that the Applicant is not so unfit. 

23. Finally, sub-section 80(2) requires us to determine “whether, in the exercise of a 
church worker’s role, office or position, or in the performance of any function, the 
Church worker should be subject to any condition or restriction.”  The only condition 
to which we consider that the Applicant should be subject is that he should not give 
confidential pastoral care to women except in the presence of another adult person, 
and we determine accordingly.   

24. Having conducted the enquiry required by sub-section 80(2), we turn now to section 
81 of the Act.  That section is predicated on the Board being satisfied that the 
Applicant has committed any alleged misconduct, and, as stated above, we are 
satisfied that he committed the misconduct which he was found to have committed in 
2017.  We are also satisfied that in the exercise of his ministry, the Applicant should be 
subject to the condition we have already outlined.  Being satisfied of those matters, 
and empowered to do so by section 81, we – 

(a) determine that the Applicant committed the misconduct which he was found to 
have committed in 2017; and  



(b) direct the Office of Professional Standards to grant the Applicant’s application for 
clearance for ministry, subject to a condition that he not provide confidential 
pastoral care to women except in the presence of another adult person. 

25. As a final matter, we add that we do not consider that the Applicant should feel 
constrained, after such period as he may consider appropriate, from applying for 
removal of the condition from his clearance for ministry.  Our view is that while it is 
appropriate to impose that condition at this point in time, he may demonstrate by his 
conduct in the exercise of his ministry or in some other appropriate manner that it is 
no longer necessary; but whether the condition we recommend should apply today 
should continue to apply at some future time is a question to be decided if and when 
it arises.   

 

ROBIN BRETT  KEIRON JONES  PETER BILLINGS 

29 November 2021 


